Access Policy and Rules of Use
The Rudolf Steiner Archive is a private archive owned by the Rudolf Steiner Estate Administration
(Rudolf Steiner Nachlassverwaltung). It does not receive any official financial supports, hence it depends
on grants and on the payment of fees for its use in order to cover the staff’s services. It aims to be a
place of free access and research open to the public. However, being a private archive, it does not have
any legal obligation.
The archive provides free information about its holdings and support to the users. However, in case of
requests that require an extensive research done by staff members, the service can be offered at a fee.
The Library is a reference library, hence books cannot be borrowed. It is open to the public every day in
regular opening hours.
1. The consultation of documents and archival materials is only possible in the Rudolf Steiner
Archive’s premises, particularly in the reading room or in the locations indicated by the staff.
The material should not be removed from the places where they are held.
2. If, at the moment of a request, the documents are being internally used for the purpose of
publication, they cannot be provided for consultation. The condition and order of the archival
materials, the copyright or personality rights, may also restrict the access to the documents
requested. Or if the purpose of consultation can be achieved by means of reproduction.
3. To make use of the archive’s holdings a written request can be submitted to the Director of the
Archive. It is also possible to fill in a form on site if your request is of simple nature.
4. Archival materials (manuscripts, books, photos, etc.) are to be handled with care. The
documents have to be left in the same order that they have been found. This is also valid for
documents or any supplements found inside books.
5.

Pencils available in the reading room are the only writing materials to be used.

6. It is not allowed to photocopy, film, scan or use any technology to reproduce the Archival
materials.
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7. Copies of still unpublished documents are handout only in exceptional cases (See « Fee
Rates»). Original documents are not to be taken out of the Archive’s premises.
8. The permission to consult the records includes the use of excerpts as quotations in a
justified extent for its purpose. However, for a complete publication of fragments or
copied documents, as well as for illustrations, it is necessary to ask the Archive’s Direction
expressly for a permission. This takes into consideration the copyright and personality
rights. If necessary, the user himself has to obtain the rights for reproduction.
9. Every publication of our holdings has to indicate as the source the institution where the
record is kept, the Rudolf Steiner Archive, and the record itself has to be cited accurately
with the reference code and location. The correct indication for the institution is:
Rudolf Steiner Archive, Dornach, Switzerland
10. A free, unsolicited copy of every publication, which has used holdings from our
institution, must be provided to the archive.
11. Coats, purses and backpacks should be placed in the cloakroom and lockers. Users are
not allowed to enter the reading room with their belongings. The archive does not take
any responsabilities on personal belongings.
12. Eating, drinking, smoking and the use of mobile phones are forbidden in the reading
room.
13. The rules, policies, regulations of the archive are to be observed, and the instructions
given by the staff have to be followed.
14. Infringements can lead to the user’s exclusion of the service.
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